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PPCS Wire Management
Kit 3 - Pins and Terminals

Essentials!

$74.95

Product Images

Short Description

Another genuine Performance PC Product! Our Wire Management Kits are the best way to tidy up that rat's
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nest in your rig. All our kits ensure increased airflow and better looks for your case. At PPCS we offer various
wire management kits from simple that just include pins, clamps or zip ties, to deluxe kits that include the
proper tools to make your own or take apart your PC cables. All our PPCS Kits will save you quite a bit of
money buying all these parts in a kit versus buying individually. This particular kit would cost you over $90 if
you purchased these parts individually! Save money buying our PPCS Wire Management kits!

This is our pins and terminals Essentials Kit! Here is a handy box full of all the most common pins and
terminals used when performing wire management in that new build of yours. Use these pins and
terminals to cut and shorten your cables thus decreasing clutter and improving air flow in your system.

Description

Another genuine Performance PC Product! Our Wire Management Kits are the best way to tidy up that rat's
nest in your rig. All our kits ensure increased airflow and better looks for your case. At PPCS we offer various
wire management kits from simple that just include pins, clamps or zip ties, to deluxe kits that include the
proper tools to make your own or take apart your PC cables. All our PPCS Kits will save you quite a bit of
money buying all these parts in a kit versus buying individually. This particular kit would cost you over $90 if
you purchased these parts individually! Save money buying our PPCS Wire Management kits!

This is our pins and terminals Essentials Kit! Here is a handy box full of all the most common pins and
terminals used when performing wire management in that new build of yours. Use these pins and
terminals to cut and shorten your cables thus decreasing clutter and improving air flow in your system.

Features

Kit Contents:

50  x  Molex LP4 Female Pins, GOLD-plated
50  x  Molex LP4 Male Pins, GOLD-plated
50  x  Minifit Female Power Pins (for 4,8 and 24-Pin ATX/EPS, 6 & 8-pin PCI Express) -GOLD-plated
50  x  Minifit Male Power Pins (for 4,8 and 24-Pin ATX/EPS, 6 & 8-pin PCI Express) -GOLD-plated
50  x  Pro SATA Power Connector Pins
25  x  Shielded Pro Male Fan Pins
25  x  Fan Power Connector Pins - Female
25  x  USB/KK Headers Male Pins, GOLD-plated
25  x  USB/KK Header Female Pins, GOLD-plated
1   x   PPCS Plastic 6 Compartment Storage Box
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Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-WMK3

Weight 0.5000


